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Breakina
the energy habit
u

by John Monahan
Hewleft-Packard Company
Desktop Computer Division

It's easy to quit smoking. I've done
it hundreds of times myself, U.S.
humorist Mark Twain once said.
And so it seems with energy:
breaking the habit of using it
exorbitantly is more easily said than

d m
htrecently, systems monitored

Iqr U o p computers have begun
+Q

substantial energy savings for

h p p l e employing them.
W e s p r e a d applications
A p s company in California, a
m b m n t in New York, a consulting
hJnTennessee and an engineering
in Colorado are examples of
km r g y can be conserved when
W s . a will and a way.
h
e applications show how
-B
being saved in a prototype
Wp
at a small business, in large
m m r & d W e t u r e s and in
m r c h on an
alternative form of energy.
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HOUSE
Twenty percent of the energy
consumed in the U.S. is used in
w&g
to the Southern
C d h h h C o m p a n y , Los
A&mq,
Cdibrmia. If such
consumption could be reduced by
50%, 300 000 barrels of oil could be
saved every day, according to their
ramarch.
California being the land of
-produced,
or "tract" houses,
-ern
California Gas in 1976 built
-three-bedroom,
Spanish-style
tmd houses to demonstrate that
energy can be saved without
compromising the conveniences
Americans generally consider
n e c m & b . Data was collected from
dozens of sensor-based instruments
using a Hewlett-Packard 9825A
Desktop Computer.

Diagram &OW F&W~
between major components of a minimum energy dwelling, as developed
by Solrtkam Cdwnb Gsa, Mission Viejo Construction Company and the U.S. Department of
Energy

The p
m adled MED for
m Dwelling, was
Minimum E
undertaken &y the gas company along
with the M a o n V@O Construction
Company, h i m Viego, M o r n i a ;
and the U A D ~ r t m e n of
t Energy,
Washingbn, D,C
Dm d the k e s was used for
t e s w a d ww-pied
by a family:
identical to the
the oher,
test h-,
WMW
for~public display
purposes.
Mahiah d indark ox@uction
are gemrpYy dabb.
Innovations
Construction innovations in the
be d3vQdd into those you
h-m
c a n w a d t h w can't.
~
f ha hew
includes
i d b n In hudh and underneath
m pkrsclc sheet (rather
the )twm~,&SI
than standard tar paper) between
exterior and intwiawdb. Its purpose
is to seal out m&€ura BIbd heat more
effectively; keeplq d,
not staying
warm, is how S w h Californians
spend most of && &-.
Visible featurn W
e sun
screens, foliage h t p m M e s shade,
an air-lock-like entryway. a red tile

roof and louvered windows.
An "economizer" svstem monitors
differences between inside and outside
heat and humidity. When the outside
tmpmturr drops, the system
automaticab hutad hplr
conditioner. draw kr dwcaoler air
d inside.
and expels hhot air m
Energy-saving appliances and
devices that save water also were
used.
When necessary, the house is
heated or cooled by natural
gas-assisted solar collectors, which also
preheat the domestic water supply.
Data acquisition
In order to measure how all these
innovations worked, especially in
relation to an ordinary tract house,
Southern California Gas selected a
data acquisition system that included a
Neff 620 Multiplexer interfaced to the
HP 9825 Desktop Computer by an
HP 98032 16-bit Parallel Interface.
HP's 98034A HP-IB Interface
permitted an HP timer and an HP real
time clock to be connected to the
computer.
Every 3 0 minutes data was
gathered by sensors at 97 locations.
Keyboard Mar-Apr/80

Using HP-IB, this information about temperatures; water, air, and
gas flows; and electricity
consumption - was sent to the
computer so that calculations could be
made on site. The data was integrated
by the 9825, then stored on magnetic
tape cariridges. The HP 9866A
Thermal Printer provided output on
request, while the real time clock and
timer provided the 9825 and
Multiplexer with the proper
sequencing of data.
The gas company reported that
energy consumption for the MED
house was reduced 50% compared to
other houses in the area.

I

PUBLIC BUILDINGS
While some engineers are looking
into ways of conserving energy where
people live, others are finding ways to
reduce energy consumption where
people congregate; places like
restaurants.
On winter days customers expect a
restaurant dining room to be as warm
as toast, while on warm days they
want to dine in cool surroundings.
A restaurant faces unique
problems in energy conservation from maintaining the comfort of its
patrons to ensuring the freshness of its
food.

Conservation/reclamation
The Jolly Tiger restaurant of
Albany, N.Y., was designed to turn
problems into advantages by using a
sophisticated energy
2
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conservation/reclamation system
directed by an HP 9825 and other
HP-made devices.
A team of engineers, headed by
Donald J. McClenahan d ha United
States Atmospheric Sdencea Research
Center at the University of Albany,
New York, implemented the qrsbem,
which acquired and a n a l y d dab at
critical points, while rnonltoring It for
possible trouble spots. The research
started in 1976 and the initial phase
was completed in 1978.
The Jolly Tiger energy system was
built first to conserve energy, then to
reclaim energy used as a necessary
part of business.
Consumption was reduced by
employing three heat pumps, air
conditioners, a photocell-controlled
lighting system, utilization of outside
air for some cooling, and a
clock-controlled, variable-speed,
exhaust fan over the cooking grill.
There were several other, more
discrete, d q ~ t e r zs
n well, including
the refrigeration rack, dishwasher
drain and the coolinggill,
exhaust-heat pum
Reclamation a fork were based
around two, 11 350-liter
(3000-gallon),water tanks located in a
separate room. It was to them, for
instance, that heated water from the
refrigeration and air conditioning
compressors was sent, to be used later
in the dishwasher and for public use.
Reclaimed heat from the
dishwasher drain was also recovered
and sent to the storage tanks for reuse.
Ingenious measures such as these
were key to making energy d o double
duty.

P.

Data system

The data acquisition system
needed to run such an encompassing
system had to be powerful and
flexible, and of course its cost was an
important factor, says McClenahan.
Low maintenance was another
consideration, he says. The
engineering team chose the HP 9825
Desktop Computer and other devices
made by Hewlett-Packard to interface
with components of the data
acquisftion system.
Every two minutes he 9825
scanned r e a d n g from the 215
sensors located In the w l o u a uiW
areas, such as the heat pumps, cmlillg
area exhaust, refrigeration units,
dishwasher and lights.
The desktop computer then made
real-time analyses and printed the
results with the HP 9871 Printer.
Results were stored in the HP 9877
Tape Drive. An unanticipabd
advantage, McClenahan says, was that
periodic readings on the performance
of the equipment could be made
without interrupting normal data
acquisition. This prwed "invaluable"
for troubleshooting the restaurant's
heating and cooling system, he says.
The second phase of
McClenahan's research involves the
use of 305 square meters (1000
square feet) of solar collectors on the
roof of the restaurant How much the
collectors have affected energy savings
has yet to be determined, but
McClenahan has estimated that the
equipment employed in phase one
saved the Jolly Tiger 30% in energy
usage.

& ,,
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LARGESTRUCTURES

So far we've seen energy
wnsamtion efforts in buildings that
are amall compared to the 6 x 106
spsare meters (2 x lo6square feet) a
fmnuktudng plant might contain.
The PreCon Corporation of Memphis,
Tmmmae, d w s systems to suit the
wtwwariion qldrmmk of large,
f i o such
~ as industrial
s, campus buildings
and
facilities.
RaCon iniWy offered maudy
qemtad mult2plex pan& used for
mmibrhg and contrdlfng heating,
coding and ventilation systems In
ampla i d t i o m . But in 1975, as
a p a b r b w e r became a problem

~~

camtrol the panels.

Ttre idea was inspired, says
R K u n ' a president David Zietz, by
an&
computer he purchased for
d8ce use. It initiated him to
computers, and he shopped around

fW 9ne that wouldn't require a human
~

a

hhe ,says.

HP 9825
D d d o p Computer, whkh he now
d w wer in his office, Havlng it there,
he says,has allowed hto see the
H a decided on the

computer's capabilih, which in turn
helps him better determine solutions
for his customers.
Complex problems

Their energy problems are myriad,
exacerbated by rising energy costs.
different heating and cooling needs as

waken chAngashifts, rndunctiming
equipment that dudes dehfion and
-ti
systams that can warn air
tl?%yhaw rdrmdy cooled.
To help d v a these problems,
Re& d&md software for the W25
that sffwtkrdyruns the PreCon
control p a d , b a d on parame$u
the system owner and W o n
etTti&h$h.

Corrtpd/d&a acquisition
The c
o perfam
~ the ~
essential e w m a m e n t
functions, ZWz says. It p e m b
equipment to optmite only when itp
operaWn Is nemisay to rnahtafn
minimum accsptable conQfim In
those areas the equipment senreg tt
alters the operation of that quipsperil
to help mlnlmlzcd unaccephbk uli@
bUng pendies; and it help assure
equipment is running efkiently.
Should a breakdown occur, the
computer "beeps," then reports the
time and pbce of the malfunction.
No other computer-r&td
equipment, such as printers or e m
memory, is needed,Ziek says, but he
adds that the HP 2621 Remote
Terminal can be u d .
The data fed through the control
panel to the computer Is collected by
thermistorsand other sensors.
Ziek says that PreCon's solution is
a tod that permits experts such as
plant engineers to go about thek
business without arcane knowledge of
computers It has also, he says, shown
managers things about their plants
they hadn't detected before, such as
employeas tampering with
thermostats.

Design research
This ample deet@tbn avadooks a
major probkm The pump whkh is
used to d w up the bdne mu# be able
to withstand fierce temperatures,
pressures and huge variations in brine
composition
Brine m e k p , for instance, can be
corrosive and a h d v e , and vartes
widely even in areas geographically
similar.
Keyboard Mar-Apr/80

This unique testing process closely
simulates the environmental stresses
the pumps would be subjected to were
they undergmnd. It alto permits the
company to test wll sites In various
parts of the cantry, because the rig
can be transported by truck.
Turbine tests

The second Barber-Nlchole project
demonstrates the potent!al of
geothermal energy,
Once past the pump, h e brine is
used to vaporite isobutane, which in
turn runs a turbine that can produce
500 kilowatts of electricity.
This project also use. the 9825
plus two HP 9885 Flexible Disc Drives
for data storage. As the brine is
pumped, the 9825 monitors flow rate,
temperatures and presmres, while
concurrendy monlbring the Lsobutane
flow rate, abng with temperatures and
p r e w r e s at vatlous polnbs along the
isobutane loo , R e d s are a t p u t to
an HP 2631 nter.
In h e United S t a ~as, these
stories haw, and araund the world,
efforts to conserve energy are
underway. Future issues of Keyboard
will again deal with his subject and
how desktop computers are being
used to break the habit of squandering
energy that, like Mark Twain and his
smoking habit, we've broken
hundreds of times before. Q
I
-

h

I

khols ex~erimentalqeothermal Dower ~ l a n is
t cwmC t m h g teslsd bv h e US.
Depaflmen! d ~ n e r ~ the
~ acJeothermal
t
field; near East Mesa, ~ a k h n b .

-

To determine how pumps hold up
under different conditions. without
going to the considerable expense of
dropping them down a geothermal
well, Barber-Nichols developed a
method for testing them above
ground. A Hewlett-Packard 9825A
Desktop Computer monitors
equipment and acquires data.
In effect. Barber-Nichols took the
drillhole and put it on top of a
semi-trailer, in the form of a tower-like
rig which hbuses the pump being
Keyboard Mar-Apd80

tested. With the best rIg on site, brine
from a geothermal well is admltted to
the rig, the pump is activated, and its
performance monitored by
thermocouples, transducersand other
sensors.
A large number of different types
and brands d mawm gather data
about flow rates, temperatures a d
pressures. Their findings are reported
to the 9825 via the Hewlett-Packard
interface Bus (HP-IB).Data is then
output to an HP 9871 Printer

Plotting functions of two variables
by Dr. J.C. Eilbeck

Often the output of a calculation or
a laboratory experiment is a quantity
which depends on one or more
parameters; mathematically speaking,
a function of one or more variables. In
order to visualize the results it is useful
to plot the data.
This is a simple process if we have
only one variable, but more difficult
and timeconsuming if the function
dp(p%lm$aon two variables. For more
&in w veuhbles we must restrict
c w ht
ocross-sections to reduce
the pmbk b two variables.

w

Two pWtlng methods
Twcr common methods of plotting
fm&uw of twro variables are contour
a d 3-D plots with hidden line
r-i

Tha c m k u r plot method draws
bea h hx-y plane connecting points
ob c o d a n t function v&, whweas
dm 3-LI & invdvesdtawfng graphs
dlihs hmtlon at varlour Rmed y values
to~tthsaprpeacsmnda
ihm&w&nal d i d model whose
&hc&ht
at any point is the

h?rPieQtan vsrtrre.
Thue two methods have been
chasm d L h relatively small and slow
m h h t a In m h d , since they use a
mihdmum of storage and are
m m n a b l y fast in execution. The
simplicity of these methods means that
they can be easily programmed by the
user, who can add special features as
desired once the basic principles of the
algorithms are understood.
The results of the two methods can
be judged from Figures 1 and 2 where
the function f(x,y) = r4exp (-r) (1 - 6
cosZ8 + 9 cos4 8) is plotted, with
r=
tan 8 = y/x.
This function is the density of the
electron wave function 1
9 1' of the 3 d
orbital in the hydrogen atom.
rotationally symmetric about a
horizontal axis.
In both methods the function is

m,

w
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Each gmph represents o hapshot' ot o b e d time,
and the full plot represents the time deveioprnent of the process.

cakulatd or rwmded on a
rectangular grid In the [x,y] plane.
h
k n
Y
X

xi = xo + ih, i
y = y o + jk,j

O , l ,...,n
= 0.1,...,m

=

f i., = f(x, ,Yj

In order to approximate any
function g(x,y)between two gnd
points, we use linear interpolation. For
example, between the two grid points
(xi?Y]) and (x,+', Y]) we have
h-'
where h

(X

-

x~)Q~+~,~
xi

= x , + ~-

I

I
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q and

have the opposite
sign, then g has a zero in his interval.
and the position of the zero is given by
x = x i Bh
where 8 = g,/ (gi - gi+').
(2
For the special: case g, = q+ = 0, it is
convenient to make 0 = 0.
With these simple mathematical
preliminaries we can examine the two
plotting methods in detail.

If

+

Contour plot
We give here a simple version of
the method described in the book by
Roach (1972).We scan each rectangle
in the grid in turn, and for each
function value whose contour we
require, say fc, we look for zeros of the
function g = (f - fc) on each side of
the rectangle. This is done by testing
Keyboard Mar-Apr/BO

the sign of (f - fc)ateach corner of the
rectangle, and if a zero is present, its
position is caIdated using equation 2
and stmsd.
These are only three pmbb cases
ID^ mch rectangle:(1) no zeros,(ii) two
xsroq and (id) four zeros. In the special
case w k r e the contour tine passes
through a comer this will cwnt as two
zeros, i.e, one far each side. We ignore
the exceptional possibibty of the
contour line passing through more
than two corners.
In caw (i) no plotting is required
and the grid search moves on to the
next rectangle. For case (ii) a straight
line is drawn between the two zerm,
and if case (Lii) occurs, all zero-pair
combimtions (six in all) are joined.

j

1
I

i+ 1
case (i)

case (ii)

case (iii)
The combinations in case (iii) take
in all possible forms of the function f ,
since (f - fc) may have a saddle point,
minimum, maximum or ridge In this
region. Thls case Is quite rare in
practice, but if more information Is
known about the function it is possible
to calculate which of these possible
forms is present and case (iii) can be
modified accordirtgly.
Machine implementation
If the function is alrmdy stored in
an array, we can draw each contour
line in turn by a scan through the grfd,
pausing perhaps to label the contour
appropriately, and this process is
reasonably rapid and &dent. If not all
the tabular values can be stored in the
machine at one time, the plotting area
can be subciividd into two or more

and each subregion plotted in turn.
However, if the grid point function
values are calculatsd according to a
mathematical formula, the evaluation
of the function will probably be the
most time consuming part of the
praess. In thls case it is perhaps better
to have an Inner Iwp to draw each of
the differentcontour lines on each grid
rectangle in turn. If the grid search is
progesslng along the y direction, it is
useful to store f
so that It will not
need to be recalculated when the
adjacent column is scanned.
The smaothness of the contour
lines will depend on the grid
spacing -a suitable compromise
between the running time
(proportional to n x m) and the best
possible smoothness will have to be
chosen. A further example of a
contour plot, showfng the
concentrations of two chemicals in a
model embryo (Catalan0 et. al. 1980),
is shown in Figure 3.

3-D Rot with hidden line removal
In this t y ~ r eof plot we draw a
succesfon of one-dimensional graphs,
f(x,y,)as a function of x, for different
values of a fixed y value, y,. Each
graph is raised slightly with respect to
the previws one, to present the
impression of a 3-dimensional surface
viewed from above. To maintain this
illusion, all lines which would be
invisible to an observer are removed.
This method is especially
appropriate when y is the time
variable: then each graph represents a
"snapshot" at a fixed time, and the full
plot represents the time development
of the process. An example of a
nonlinear wave oscillation, taken from
a recent paper by Calogero and
Degasperis, (1978)is shown in Figure
4.
In the 3-D plot the width of the
plotting area is the x-axis, and again
this is subdivided by a grid of spacing
h, xi = xo + ih, i = O , l ,...,n. For each

--

Full line segment visible: connect F,,,
and Fi+ and update mi, mi+lto FI,,,
Fi+l,j.
(2)

Contour plot of the concentration of two chemicals, u and v, generated by a mathematical model used
in embryology

Full line segment invisible: move pen
in up position to Fi+l,J.

Part line segment visible: calculate and
move to i n t e r ~ c t i o npoint, then draw
to FI+l,l.Update r q + I to Fi+l,l.

Fiqre 4
3-D plat of nonlinear wave mcillations

value of y, we plot F(n,y,J = f(x,yl)* s
+ kj where s is a suitably chosen
scaling constant and k is the spacing
between the different graphs.
Hlbden lCne removal
The hidden line remwai effect is
achimed by starting at the front of the
plot and proceeding backwards: at
each stage a "mask functbn" m, is
stored, which is the maximum value of
F(x,,y]for aU the graphs datted up to
this point. If the current plot is higher
than this mask it is "visible" and
drawn, the mask being updated to this
new value. If the plot is lower than the

mask, it is invisible and the pen is
moved across in the up position.
In the detailed implementation, we
must also consider the possibility of the
function being partly visible: in
considering the function between two
grid points on the x-axis we have four
possibilities, depending on the relative
s i w s of (F,] - ml) and (FI+l,,- ml+J
These are:

Part visibility, draw to intersection
point then move to Fi+ Update mi to
Fi.j.
Initially, we set the m, to be large
and negative s o that the first graph
F(x,yo)will always be visible. When
intersection occurs (cases 3 and 4
above), the coordinates (X,Y) of the
intersection point will be given by
equations (1)and ( 2 ) for g = F - m.
The calculation gives
X = xi + Oh. where

The plotting calculations are simple
and fast: only the function ml need be
stored and the function f ,,,
can be calculated at each point if
necessary. Care should be taken in
scaling the plotting area and chosing
the scale factors so that the top and
bottom graphs d o not extend outside
the plotting area.

Keyboard Mar-Apr/80
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Comparisons
In general, the contour plot
requires more plotting time since the
plotting calculations have to be
repeated for each contour value.
However, it is much easier to get
quantitative information from a
contour plot than the 3-D plot.
The effectiveness of each graph
will also depend on the shape of the
functions in question: the 3-D plot is
better perhaps for conveying a visual
impression of the form of the function,
but in some cases the hidden line
feature may mask some interesting
behaviour behind a large peak.
A case where the 3-D plot is
perhaps the most appropriate is where
the variable y represents time. As in all
graphics problems, it is the user who
must make the final choice, depending
on his experience and personal
preference.
Both these methods were
originally coded in BASIC for the HP
9830A, and I will be glad to make
copies of these programs available to
any interested user. Only minor
modifications to the plotting
commands are required to run the
programs on other Hewlett-Packard
desktop computers with BASIC.
Fortran versions are also available if
required. Q
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Send your Tips
on tape or card
if you are planning to send a
Programming Tip to Keyboard,
please remember b e n d your Tip
drady recorded m a tape
cartridge or magne4lc card. Also.
clearly iindcate'ihem d e t number
ofthe oomputer for which your tip
is Intendad,
By ddng Ihb, you reduce the
chances h a t erras may occur in
typesetting the TLp, while atso
saving us the step of keying your
am Into a corn uter.
n return, w ud send you an
additional tap or card for every
tape or card you sersd containing a
Programming Tlp whlch we
publish In other words,we will
return y m r original tape or card,
plus a new Hank tape or card !or
y w r desktop computer. Even rf
your Tip is not publidid, ycxrr
orfglmltape or card wlll be
returned.

f'

By sending us your Tip

C

Riccarton, Cunie,
Edinburgh EH14 4AS. U.K.

already recorded on a tape
cartridge or magnetic card, you
will help us publish your f p

sooner. f
3

On error statement
for 9825A/S

examined by the operator before the
original data file is replaced.
As the program is presented here,
the two arrays D and H require around
20K of memory, limiting its use to
those machines with the 201 or 203
Memory Options. However, the
amount of memory required may be
reduced (or a larger data file edited) by
modifying the program to deal with
only one portion of the data file at a
time, and writing the modified portions
out to a scratch file until the entire data
file has been edited. The modifications
necessary to do this are as follows~

An on error statement can be used
to suppress the usual error message
when an error occurs, and instead
branch to a suitable error recovery
routine. The statement often is u d In
programs which are free from bugs,
but for which an error condition can
nevertheless arise, as for example,
when a peripheral device fads to
perform as expected.
Sometimes an error may occur
which was not anticipated, and
therefore not prwided fa h
recovery routine. How can me ensure
that if this happens, the uual enor
message is displayed? Orw'shnpleway
b by putting a line of the following type
at the end of the error recovery
routine:

*+

Data file editing
on the System 45
If an error occurs which does not
correspond to any of the anticipated
errors, this line is executed and results
in a jump to the line in which the error
first occured. The on error statement is
n w no l~wr
in force, and when the
s ~ mo
lr a~u r a h e second time, the
computer s t o p with a beep and the
usual error message is displayed.
This program requires the operator
to enter the track and file number from
which data is to be loaded. If an
unsuitable file is specified, the program
branches to "loaderror" and an
appropriate message is printed.
However, if an error occurs at any line
other than 12, or if the error does not
correspond to any of the anticipated
errors, then the usual error message
will be displayed.
When a line such as 26 is used in
this way, there are two points which
should be noted. The first is that if the
program is changed, the line will need

Editlng a data fie an became
quite a hdache, especially when it is
a task dehe$ald to data enby
technicianswho are not overly familiar
with the qmatkIn of a computer, and
are somewhat intimklated by the
machine. Here at Heckdyne, we
have elirninatd the pm&m through
the use d a conv$r~CLcmalediting
program, whch Instructs the operator
through a1 p h a m of the editlng
process
The fdlowing program war wrltim
for use wlth the company's System 45,
but it is appbcabk to any machine
which supports BASIC software. It can
be easily t&lOFgd to fit any Individual
application leg. numeric,
alphanumeric, diffdng data formats,
etc.) b chs
the hnss: 230,350,
1100, and 1220
590,9160,9&,
to suit tho particular a p p b t i o n .
This program possesses an
advantage over programs that modify
the file directly, in that the corrected
file (or portions thereof) may be

The terminal value of 'T' depends on
the number of times the data file which
is being edited must be broken up, and
may be any constant of a variable.
For a listing of this program, please
write to Keyboard at the address on
the back page and request the data file
editing program from this issue.
Warren Hanison
Data Processing Manager
Electrodyne Surveys
P. 0. Box 12595
Reno, Nevada 89510 U.S.A.
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Leibson on 110 Part VIII

D M the 110 superhighway

by Steve Leibson
Hewlett-Pochrd Company
Desktop Computer Division
The articles in this series have
described the hardware and circuitry
necessary to interface peripheral
devices with computers.
All the discussions thus far have
assumed that the computer processor
is in control of the data transfer
process. This is true for many of the
devices interfaced. The processor is
usually fast enough that the peripheral
device determines the data transfer
rate.
Some devices. however, are too
fast for processor-controlled I/O.
These devices are capable of data
rates approaching the speed of the
computer memory and require a
different I/O technique. The technique
for interfacing such fast peripherals is
called direct memory access (DMA).
In the previous article, we
discussed interrupt I/O. which is used
for interfacing wth devices so slow that
it is very inefficient to have the
10
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p r o c m r wall for the complekn of
each VO transfer.
Imhd, the p r o c a m [nitlates a
transfer and fhen contlrwm Mth other
procewing. When the p d p h s r a l
device is ready for the next
transaction, it interrupts the processor
and reminds it of the previous I/O
committment.
The interrupt I/O technique is
used as a software transformer to
match the slow peripheral with the fast
processor. If the peripheral device is
faster, the computer processor may
only be able to execute the few
machine instructions necessary to
perfom the I/O transfer before the
peripheral is ready for another. Here
there is a good match between the I/O
software and peripheral speeds, and
programmed I/O is sufficient for the
task.

p d p h & a t r ~ h h & e
c g m p r t d bask
~
menmy
there
s ~ M b s a m e t h k-ng
d
the
r e q u l d VO.There 8 and tt h mlled
d i d morrtay
krderdodhumWmd how it
4um W n h l r n to the model of
t h ~ + ~ # z c ~ r y - system
I / O
d i d In the $wt article in this
series. Recall that the processor is
linked to the memory via a set of lines
called a memory bus and to the I/O
interfaces via an I/O bus.
Both busses require the processor
to generate address signals and control
signals to synchrmize the flow of data
over these buses. Generally, I/O
consists of taking information from the
interfaces through the I/O bus and
transmitbng this information to the
memory using the memory bus or vice
versa.

Speedy peripherals
Ultimately, there is a class of
peripherals too fast for even the few
instructions needed to perform
programmed I/O. As long as these

Inefficient throughput
During this transfer the processor is
also using the memory and memory
bus to supply machine instructions so
that it knows how to effect the data

transactions. If we assume that it takes
only nine machine instructions to
perform one data transaction, we can
see that the effective I/O throughput is
10%of the rate that the memoy
d d support.
That is, for every 10 memory
cycles, nine are used to instruct the
processor and only onr is u d b
place data fa110,Onb vmy 8lmpOe
data transadla can be BQli01rned
uAr[tR nlne mbchhe Inshucfbm If
h m t l l n g or ccde comrudom are
m y , many mere
are
rndd
8ypasslsrfi tha pmc-r
~ o n l y w a y t o ~ u p t h e V
~
is ta diminate the ~ O H P B ERnk
tn the dbta path. For h t # t . ~ p d
pwip)#rals, the dewus4 Ink Is clmrly
the pmessor M f t How can we
dimhate the prcoemr whon that Ls
thm component that hnka ha V O and
~ c q b u s d a d a n d l s ~ ~ h t
m e r a t i o n of the signals that actually
make h e s e busses work?
The answer is to build a specialized
circuit that is designed to transfer data
at the full memory speed. Because the
only function this circuitry must
perform is this transfer, the capability
may be wired into the circuit and
insbutdona from memory are not
n d e d and do not d u c e the
e f k w rnemmy bandwidth.
If we place this specialized circuity
s o that it, too, bridges the I/O and
memory busses and if we also give it
the capability of generating the
a d d m and control signals required
by t h e busses, then we have a
machine that is capable of performing
I/O at the full memory speed. This
specialized circuity is called a direct
memory access or DMA machine. All
that remains is to select which device
will have control of the busses, the
processor or the DMA machine.

~~~

Controlling DMA
Normally, the processor will have

l h @ a am~b~@ Owbalr L
mdtffarences between a system that does not include a direct memory
access machine, top, and one hat does, bottom.

contrd d tha buses &-use the DMA
I/O must be Infqusnt emugh to
allow st k t m e p m e d n g to be
done. i t ts thdm n-y
for the
DMA m c h h e tn cldqulrr bus control
from t
h prmesm whenever
necessary.
The processor can enable the
0DMA machine to request bus control,
but it is the interface that must actually
request service through the DMA
machine. Only the interface knows
when the attached peripheral requires
DMA service. Thus we must add some
connecting signals between the
and the DMA machlne, and
hinterface
e
between the DMA machine and the
processor.

DMA handshake
The interface must have some
means of requesting setvice from the
DMA machine. A signal called D M ,
Request (DMAR), added to the
collection of signal lines on our I/O
bus, will be sufficient Upon receipt of
this request, the DMA machine must
request bus control from the
processor.
The processor may decide that the
time of the request is inopportune and
wish to hold off the transfer of control
temporarily -This is a job for the
everpresent handshake!
We will create two handshake lines
called Bus Request and Bus Grant.
The DMA machine will ask for bus
control with Bus Request and wait to
actually take control until it receives a
signal on Bus Grant. Thus the
processor can maintain control of the
memoy and address busses as long as
required.

Burst and cycle-steal
The DMA that we have been
discussing is called burst DMA because
data transfer is done in a burst where
the ElMA machine totally controls the
I/O with the full speed of the memory
bus at the expense of completely
halting any processor activity.
If half the memory bus bandwidth
is sufficient to solve the high speed I/O
problem, another type of DMA can be
employed. Called cycle-steal DMA,
the DMA machine alternates control of
the busses with the processor, each
unit using every other memoy cycle.
Cycle-steal DMA allows the processor
to operate at 50% effiaency while still
providing relatively high speed I/O.
At this point in the I/O series, we
have discussed the basic hardware
needed for interfacing computers to
peripherals. We have covered the four
basic interfaces: Parallel, BCD, HP-IB,
and Serial and we have discussed
specialized I/O; interrupt and DMA.
Now that we have our devices talking,
we will discuss how to overcome the
language barrier. Next issue: character
codes. [3
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Desktop computer applications at HP

Controlling PC electroplating
by John Monahan
He wlett-Packard Company
Desktop Computer Division
A desktop computer capable of
performing closed-loop process
control has increased production of
printed circuit (PC) board panels 80%
for Hewlett-Packard's Loveland
Instrument Division.
The HP 9825 Desktop Computer
is controlling the process of
electroplating printed circuit boards
manufactured on panels. Each panel
contains from one to several hundred
PC boards.
The project is directed by Eugene
Dick, associate engineer for the
Loveland division's Engineering
Group. who says that the system has
increased production to 1800 panels
per day from 1000.
The PC boards are used in
equipment produced by nine of HP's
manufacturing divisions.
Consequently, Dick says, there is an
overriding need for quality as well as
quantity.
Copper, nickel and gold
Each PC board when finished is
plated with five micro-inches of gold
that covers an initial layer of copper
and a second layer of nickel.
The gold, Dick says, provides
superior durability and reduced
contact resistance, while nickel
guarantees hardness and brightness.
Each PC board receives its
chemical treatment on one of eight
panels attached to a mobile rack. The
computer monitors some of the
electroplating process, and directs a
controller which guides the movement
of racks through a series of 53 stations
or tanks.
Here they are washed, rinsed.
treated wih acids, and electroplated in
solutions of copper, nickel and gold. At
no time, except when placed on the
rack, is human assistance required,
because automated cranes move the
12
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Worker loads PC boards into rack for automated
plating.

racks through the U-shaped chain of
stations.
Brains and brawn
This mechanical process is
controlled by an Allen-Bradley PLC
processor, which receives its
instructions from the 9825 via an HP
98032A 16-bit Parallel Interface.
The PLC processor requests
instructions through an interrupt and
sends a 16-bit word regarding the
crane's location and identificatin. The
9825 then issues a four-digit BCD
command that includes the crane's
identification number and a three-digit
command code.
The PLC processor initiates and
monitors each command from the
computer. When the order is
completed, the next crane is activated.
Dick says this separate-controller
process frees the computer for
computational tasks, and permits each
machine to be used for its special
purposes. Thus the PLC processor is
the brawn, the 9825 the brain.
Traffic control
The computer keeps the racks
moving properly, using a subroutine
that prevents them from piling up on
one another. It also computes how

long they have been in the solutions
andwarns of amperage aberrations in
the gold solution
Each panel is submerged in the
copper solution for 6 0 minutes, in the
nickel 2 9 minutes, and in the gold 35
seconds. These times are controlled by
the computer using an HP 98035A
Real Time Clock and counted down
on the screen of the HP 1350 Display
System, interfaced to the 9825 using
HP-IB.
The display also depicts the
relative positions of the cranes, panels
and immersion tanks. An error
information block appears at the
bottom of the screen. Its purpose is to
alert the operator to stoppages or
other problems by flashing a message
denoting the error.
Also depicted are the time, date,
process in use, and file being used.
Disabled tanks are shown with an X,
and should a tank become inoperable,
the computer prohibits new racks from
being placed into it.
Guarding the gold
Gold plating, the most expensive
of the electroplating processes, is
monitored by the 9825 using an HP
9878 I/O Expander and Allen-Bradley
multiplex system. Should electrical
current levels in the gold solution or
alkaline cleaner become too weak or
quit, a message appears on the
9825-controlled graphics display
system, along with a flashing indicator
("LOW," or "NC" for not current). A
diamond-shaped graphic appears
around the malfunctioning station, and
an audible alarm and red light are
turned on.
Redundancy
The overall 9825-controlled
system is backed up by a duplicate
system near Dick's desk, plus other
measures written into the computer's
software.
These include automatic dumping,
every 230 seconds, of essential data

-

-

Now the computer d s d h which
station should receive the next rack. If
a station fails, it can be neutralized
dynamically by the operator and
bypassed automatically by the
computer.
hrment -3

pllulad dm1 board -.Irk

includes the stations,

Reliability

During the last year, Dick's 9825
has failed only twice.One failure was a
simpla keyhard problem and h e
other irwdved a memory bond. Dick
notes h a t the computer resides in a
hostile environment sulfulIc and
hydrachlorlc acldn are used h the
electmplating process - and that the
system bopmated slx days a week, 24
hours a day.

-
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A whedde Ika hat dictabs that
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Flowchart shows interrelationships in the system which controls the plating line.

into the HP 9885M Flexible Disc
Drive. If a power failure should occur,
this procedure allows the system to be
brought back on line where it was
b e h e paver w lost.
Should the program itself be
hpped, cbmputing of the panels'
dapsd lrnmerston time ceases
automatically. A stoppage could occur,
for instance, if an engineer were
troubleshooting board failures or an
operator were retrieving a panel that
had dipped h r n the rack. There
would be, sap Dick, sufficient time to
stop the h e , reduce the electric
current levels in the plating solution,
then resume that current and timing
without mining the panels.
Moreover, a pause function,
inltlated by the operator, dumps all
data into the flexible disc and stops the
program. The line is then backed up to

~
Dick cannot be pmant G . V moment
the system Is working, As a result, he
devised a menu -consisting d seven
items whkh appeara on the
single-line display s a e n to quIde
other operators through the system.
Printed by an HP 9866 Thermal
Printer, the instructions available from
the menu indude: general directions,
disabhrglenabhng data for !he
stations, -tern s b p amtrd, srjtem
mtot~tk~
after
n power Mure, use of
pause-restore, and electrid current
information. The wmlh instruction
lists his and aher q l n s e r s ' names
and home phme numbers.
HP 9825s ate M n g used for two
other related tasks. One is controlling
the hoist on the electrdem plating line,
again reducing downtime and errors
compared b the tape reader that was
previously used.
The chensSPhy tabmatoy at the
Loveland imtallabn uses a third 9825
to log temperature, pH, and metallic
ion concsntrabn in the solution tanks,
saving hours of manual labor. 13

its condition at the moment the pause
was initiated.

Versus paper tape
The desktop computer, Dick says,
can handle line stoppages and the
resultant changes in electrical current
levels more precisely and more quickly
than manual methods. For this reason
the Loveland plant replaced its former
control system - punched tape with the computer.
With the tape system, Dick says, it
was necessary to create new tapes
when a breakdown occured at a
station. The operator was forced to
select the right tape, then
resynchronize the tape with the cranes.
The line would be down an
undesirable amount of time, and often
an empty rack found its way through
the stations.
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Update
New 9825 keyboard

Tips book available

New 9825AIS Desktop
Computers are being built with an
enhanced, typewriter-like keyboard.
The raised keypads result in an
easier-teuse and more responsive
keyboard that facilitates faster and
more comfortable alphanumeric input.
Upgrade kits are available to
convert existing 9825s to use the new
keyboard. Special Function Key
overlays are available to fit the new
keyboard.
This keyboard uses the same
quality keypad design as keyboards
supplied on System 35 Desktop
Computers. Part number
0982567960 is the current color,
ASCII standard keyboard;
0982567961 is the original color. For
optional Katakana keyboards, the part
numbers are 09825-67962 in the
current color; 09825-67963 in the
original color. [3

Keyboard's compilation of
Programming Tips from past issues
has been pdnted and is now ready for
you ta W.If you have already
ordared a copy, it is either in your
poswwbn naur or on its way to you.
If you want to receive the
Programming Tips Book, but have not
ordered your copy, now is the time to
do so. The book is available to owners
and users of all HP 9800 Series
Desktop Commputers at no charge.
With this compilation of
Programming Tips into a single book,
you can find Tips to use wih the 9810,
9815,9820,9821,9825,9830,9831
and System 35 and 45 Desktop
Computers. The book is organized by
mainframe and contains an index as
well.
NOTE: If you took part in
Keyboard's 1978 survey on the
Programming Tips Book, your copy

was mafled in February, and you
should have received it by now.
If you wish to order the
Programming Tips Book, write to the
address below for your free copy. Be
sure to include your mailing address in
your letter, or, preferably, attach the
mailing label from your latest copy of
Keyboard.
ATTENTION: Ms. Chris Stumbough
Hewlett-Packard/Keyboard
3404 E. Harmony Road
Fort Collins, Colorado 80525 U.S.A.

